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1 l3T90RUCTION L 

The wake produced by an aircraft may be separated into three categories: 

(a) the slipstream effects from propellers (or jet engines), 

(b) the turbulenoe associated with f"uselage and drag-producing 
excrescences and 

(c) the trailing vortices. 

When consideri,- the effect of this wake on following aircraft, it has 
been shown by Andrews that (a) and (5) 141 are negligible compared with (0). 
This Note, therefore, deals exclusively with the disturbances caused by 
trailing vortices, and their effect on aircraft which fly into them. 

Theory indicates that the strength of trailing vortices increase 
directly as tne weight and inversely as the span and speed of the aircraft. 
It may be expected, therefore, that the problem will assume serious propor- 
tions at an airport, where landing rates are high, approach speeds reasonably 
low, and where traffic may be varied, with small aircraft landing behind large 
airliners. In order to investigate the time during which such disturbances 
exist in a dangerous form, tests have been made using a Lincoln and a Devon 
aircraft, with varying amounts of flap deflection, undercarriage up and down, 
the former simulating a heavy airliner, and the Devon a small aircraft. NO 
special apparatus was fitted, beyond the installation of smoke canisters on 
the Lincoln's wing-tips, which were used to mark the position of the wing- 
tip vortices, and the results obtained have been derived from pilots 
impressions of the severity of the disturbance at various distances behind 
the Lincoln. The theory on the growth of the vortex suggested by Squire 4 
has been applied to the results of these tests and those by Kraft2. The 
flight tests indicate that this theory holds for the first 160 seconds air- 
craft clean, and approximately 105 seconds flaps down, after which the 
vortices start to decay much more rapidly. Although there is insufficient 
evidence from the tests to give a clear indication of the mechanisms of this 
rapid deoay, there is some support for the suggestion that the time for the 
start of the rapid decay i s independent of the circulation. 

2 METiiOD OF TEST 

The aircraft employed were a Lincoln, ballasted to 66,000 lb A.U.F., 
to 'lay' the wake, and a Devon as the following aircraft, No special instru- 
mentation was fitted in the Devon; the Lincoln was fitted with racks under 
each wing-tip to carry a total of four smoke generators, (Pig.1 and 2), which 
could be ignited electrically by switching from the cockpit, and each burned 
for 4550 seconds. These were used to enable the pilot of the Devon to locate 
and fly along the centre of the disturbance. Various optical methods were 
used to estimate separation distance, but the following technique was adopted 
to deal with the large separations involved: 
altitude was adjusted to the test condition, 

when the Lincoln's speed and 
one of the smoke generators was 

fired, and the timing was started from the instant that smoke was first 
visible. The Devon then oirclt;d near the beginning of the trail until a given 
time :lnterval had elapsed, and then flew into the trail from astern (Fig.3). 
Knov&ng the speed of the aircraft, the separation distance could be calculated. 
The pilot attempted to fly the Devon so that its fusalage was in the centre of 
the smoke trail and he then estimated the maximum aileron angle required to 
hold the wings level. When both aircraft were flying at the same speed, the 
separation time remained absolutely constant and on each occasion that the 
Devon left the smoke trail (due to its irregularity), the pilot z-entered as 
soon as possible, Thus for each separation time, the pilot could spend an 
appreciable period within the vortex and thereby get a very good idea of the 
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aileron angle required to hold the win&s level. Fig.4 shows a tnical trail 
produced with the Lincoln flyi% at 130 kts in the clean condition, at an 
approximate range of I$ n.m. 

The initial tests were done with both aircraft flown at 130 kt., but 
at a later stage, the Lincolnls speed was reduced to 110 kt., and the Devon's 
to 85 Irk, to simulate more closely the approach speeds of the two aircraft. 
In all cases, calm non-turbulent conditions were sought, to ensure maximum 
wake persistence. The altitude at which the tests were made varied between 
3,000 and 8,000 ft depending upon weather conditions. Most tests were made 
at approximately 6,000 f-t, 

The rate of roll of the Devon usin& full aileron was measured by timing 
the aircraft through 60 degrees of bank from zero rate of roll. Although it 
was not measured directly, the ef.Fective time la;; has been estimated from 
Ref.3 as 0.5 seconds and the tests give a rate of roll of 21 t2 degree/second 
in both clean aild flaps down conditions. 

3 RESULTS 
U-L- -.=a 

The tests were mztde in three stages, 
8,000', 

at altitudes between 3,000' and 

(i> Both aircraft "clean", at V. = 130 knots. 1 
(ii) Lincoln u;lderczrria~e down, half flap. Devon "clean". Both aircraft 

Vi = 130 knots. 

(iii) Lincoln undercarriage down, full flap, Vi = 110 knots Devon 20' flap, 
Vi = 85 knots. 

3P1 Both aircraft clean V i = 130 knots 
(I-z -L --SW- 

Initially, separation distances of less than 2,000 yards were investi- 
gated, but the rolling disturbance was so violent that the distance was 
increased to 4,000 yards, and systematic tests begun from this distance. 

At separation times uy to 110 seconds, it was found that full opposite 
aileron gas insufficient to prevent the aircraft being rolled rapidly to 
about 4.5 , and flung clear of the wake with height losses of 100 ft or more. 
At about 160 seconds full aileron was just sufficient to counteract the 
imposed rolling moment although it was not until a separation of 7 n.m. 
(t = I80 seconds), was attained that the Devon could be controlled relatively 
easily. One half or less of the available aileron was needed to hold wings 
level, and considerable bumpiness was felt. The bumpiness could be detected 
up to 240 seconds. Observation of the smoke trail (Fig.4) showed it to be a 
compact filament, rotatin; at very high speed, which showed little tendenoy 
to disperse for 2-j minutes after it had been laid. 

3.2 Lincoln undercarriage down, half flap, Devon 'olean', both aircraft c _L--.*e w--f- -u-- -m e-e 
IJO kncts ->_M_ 

A preliminary test at a separation distance of 6 n.m. (t = q50 seconds) 
showed that, with flaps down, the disturbance was negligible, and consequently, 
all further tests mere made at shorter separations. 

At 90 seconds, aileron displacements of more than 2 full travel were 
required to hold wings level; at 110 seconds, 2/3 aiLsron was necessary; but 
at 120 seconds, rolling tendencies were slight, although some bumpiness 
persisted. 
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LGvidcnce in support of the greatly reduced separation times was forth- 
coming from visual observation cf the smoke trail. The rate of rotation 
was ver-7 mu& slower, and instead of the compact f-ilament of smoke seen in 
casti (i 3 , the trail was rapidly broken up after 1 minute, and had become 
virtually invisible after 24 minutes. 

This test rcprcsented most closely the conditions likely to be encoun- 
tered by ELI-I aircraft on the final approach to touch-down. The Lincoln was 
flown with full flap and undercarriage down at 110 kts, on a preach speed in 
line with current practice; and the Devon was flotiti> with 20 8 of flap tt.t 
85 irts, The Devon's undercarriage v:as not lowered. 

It WLIS found t&it -i'ull aileron ww XiCCoS~aT~ -‘CO hold wings level at a 
separation of 60 seconds but that at 105 seconds, the disturbance required 
Cl30ut 2/3 aileron to contrwl. 

3.4 Summary of result;; -- 

The results obtai.ned in the foregoin sections are summarised -in the 
table beloM (Table I) and .;:"i.g.5, htany more tests were made than those listed 
below but results which indicated lower induced rates of roll were rejected, 
as it was thought that these did not represent the worst eases since the 
Devon may not have flown into the centre of the trailing vortex. 

AiiTraC t CCiIditiO~ 

L!ncoln clean 

13 !iTlot3 GWJ ft 

Cwxnents 

IGO sets, i mai aila'on required to ) 
1 hold roiLing n.ornent ) 

I!3 sws. 

180 sets, 

2i$l sex, 

120 sets, 

120 sets, 

60 seas. 

lOi; sew, 

-I__- 
105 sew, 

120 seas. 

Go seas, 

150 sets* 

120 seas. 
90 sees. 

FLU1 aileron required to ) 
hold rolling moment ) 
Roll easily controlLed 
Eumpy with wry little 
roll. tendency 

Half aileron required iz.4~ 
stop rolling moment; 
very b lpnpy 

Smoke dissiwted; bumpy, 
little tendency ta roll 
Full aileron required to 
hold rolling moment 
Approx lma t ely 2/ 3 a I lcron 
required to hold rolling 
inoment 

3 aileron required to hcJ,d 
rolling monent 
2/3 aileron required to 
hold rolling mmeut 

Full aileron required to 
hold rollfng moment 
Smoke dis::ipted;ro 
rolling effect 
BLSTI~Y small roll tendency 

3 allcron to hold rolling 
t Gildcx10p 

I 
I t 

Point No, 
fiwre 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

, 

i 
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4 IYTTKRPRETATIOM OF THE FLIGZT T%ST RXSULTS --1 

4.1 Theoretical and experimental studies __q- _ 

Very little work has been done to invest5gate the mechanism of the 
growth of the trail+ vortices bebknd a wing. The only studies available 
are by H.B. Squire and B.G. Nerrman . Squire suggested that the growth of 
the trailing vortex would depend upon the 'eddy viscosity' E and the 
circumferential velocity w of the vortex at a radius and at any time t 
would be given by:- 

ICI r ( r2 w = 2 7cr -""p-m )I 
where a = a constant 

K = the circulation of a line vortex 

and E = the eddy viscosity = aK. 

For the flight conditions considered in this Note, v, the kinematio 
viscosity is small compared with E, the eddy viscosity, and therefore u 
has been ignored in further calculations. 

4.2 Application of the theory tti the flight case 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Before going into the detail of the application of the theory to the 
flight case, it is worth :ahile giving a short resumE of the overall approaoh 
SO that the assumptions made during the application can be more easily 
followed. 

The constant 'a' in the Squire theory was calculated using the flight 
test data of Kraft2. In these tests, a w&e was laid by a Mustang fighter 
and marked using smoke. A jet aircraft was then flown through the wake on a 
track at right angles to that of the Kustang and by suitable instrumentation, 
the vertical velocities in the wake mi;re measured. From the flight results 
and using a definition of r * so that 

V 

r2 
ST= 1.6 (Fig. IO) 

a value of 'a' = 0.0004 was calculated. A comparison of the change of vortex 
core diameter caloulatcd using this constant and the measured diameter is 
given in l?ig.6(a), 

* The vortex core radius rv is defined as that at which the cimcumferen- 
tial velocity is a constant percentage (2@) b 1 e ow the value it would have had 
in potential flow about a line vortex. This was chosen for convenience during 
the induced rate of roll ct&ulations and is also quite close (within 7%) of 
the radius at which the maximum circumferential velocity occurs. 
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Using the same value for the constant 'a' the velocity distribution in 
oire of the tip vortices of the Lincolzi in the clean corldition was calculated 
at various times (Fi~.7). Assuming that tho fuselage of the Devon was flown 
into the core of the vortex, the change in incidence on the t:Jo ;~ings will 
produce n rolling mojnent which has been calculated, using simple strip theory, 
and equated to the rolli:ig moment due to rolling to give the induced steady 
rate of roll. This induced rate of roll has beeu calculated for a range of 

separation times from the I:ncoln with r'la;ps u;> and down, When the Lincoln's 
Plago are down, it was assumed that the total circulation was shared between 
a vortex shed by the wing tip and one from the outboard end of the flap, 
(This is discussed in detail later). 

The flight rcsui-;e have been compared with these calculations ii? Eig.6(b). 
(It should be rcmcmberec; when examiilin<; this diagram that, all results which 
were obtained in fligltt re+irin.g more th,ln Full aileron cannot be represented 
a;ld therefore one would not expect Cli@,t results in the clean condition at 
separation times belo;j -150-160 seconds) D 

E'rOlil -L&se recUlt:: 5 it seemeti that there were probably two different 
r<Ltes of deea;,; Oilc: ?rcdicteC, by Squire which COTitiiXld. until a certain 
condition in the vortex was reached and &ter this, a second much more raLoid 
decay, possibly due $0 a change in the staoiiity of the system. There is 
insu?ficient eVidP,iLtf? 23 ‘;lie flight test to give a real clue to the cause of 
this rapid decay, although there is some evideilce to support the suggestion 
that the time for the start of the ra:,,:?id decay is independent of the 
circulation. 

42.2 The inouced roliin:~ velocities due to the Lincoln (oleanJ* em-pm Fm_L<-A _a* AL,..%.,, ..->.- *n --- ~~*~-u‘~~-~-G.a~'.- 

The results obtained on the Devon have been extrapolated using the 
above theory to give the induced rate of roll for a range of aircraft size. 
These have been plotted as a function of span ratio and seTsration time on 
Pig. 8. It can be seei: that the small spaa airc;~a,ft would be severely affected 
uij -LO separation times of 100 seconds, 

It should be remembered that after 160 secorids there allpears to be a 
ra@d decay of the vortices and. by 250 seconds o:iLy bumpiness and minor 
rolling effects remain. 

4.2.3 The intiuoed rollinr r=__e__ .-a x L E -- -- velocities Cue to the Lincolll>aDs down1 -..&?e,.a,-,. ,,.,2a.,. - LUYICIL. -- c;.-ebsema---- 

The consideration of the flap:: down case i:: somewhat more complicated 
as two vortices are shed from each side of the aircraft; one from the out- 
board edge of -the flap and one from the wing tip. I'or these calculations it 
has been assumed that the vortices are of equal stren&h $K where K is the 
total circulation of the aj.rcraft. ,TL'he vortices shed from the tip and flap 
will rotate about each other and ill the sim$e picture they have been 
graphically summed to make one vor-tex, 

The diagram showing the vertical velocity distribution is given in the 
upper part of E.g.9. It has also been assumed that the radius of thiS VOr.+X 

system illcreases as flK as before, 

This means that it has been assumed that the rate of growth of the tip 
and flap vortex is proportional to the combined or total circulation of the 
aircraft. The effective vortex radius reff is then approximately equal to 
half of the distance between the tLT1 anal flap vortices 
of the tip vortex 'T or ila? vortex at any time, 

(r,) plus the radius 

1: el"f = r fr =r 
0 T o + ~z=~x 52X-t 
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The induced rates of roll for tho Devon were calculat~J using this 
single vortex structure and have been plotted in Pi.g,6(b), [The use of the 
cf'fectivc vortex radius leads t 0 inCuccd rate- 6 
higher than those 7;;hich would be 

of roll which arz slightly 
calc~~l ateci ushg t11-. full formula] , 

It can be seen that tile qyecmnt b~~tweea the calculated and flight 
results between 60 and 'lo0 seconds is surprisingly good. 

The calculations were ~xtendcd to cover aircraft of other span ratios, 
anil the rex~llt of these ca!culations is sho;jin in loT;cr part of Fig.9. 
it should be remember& that the flir$t tec+m 

Again 
3ul, indicate a rapid decay of the 

vortex after 'rO0 seconds, the di.s'iur;,e~lc~; falling to zero at 120 seconds, 

4.2.4 The life of the trai!.inEortices -- -A--.---..-" -U.-e 

In the comparison boWzen th,> c, calculated vortex decay and the flight 
results (E'ig.G(b)) it can be seen thnt at ?50-q60 seconds (aircraft clean) 
and IOO-110 se~0rd:: (.flap:; cio5-n) , thi' indvsd rates of roll fall rapidly to 
zero . At these large se:;~~ntioll t&z-,, L considerable amount of clispcrsion 
02 the smoke has taken plc?r,c* This ~~~iially t&es th:: form of a vertical 
separation bct;yTcen section:: oi' ill2 si>o?:e trail T&ich breaks up into short 
lengths and evelitually Lhe compl::t,? dissipation of the sl.loko trail. 

The mechanism of this rapid decay may be controlled by changes in the 
stability of the vorte:~ syste;~, by external forces such as atmospheric 
turbulence or, most probably, by a combination of both, 

?he characteristics which are most likely to change the stability of 
the vortex system are:- 

(1) The growth of the core of /acll of the tip vortices until these inter- 
fere with each other sufficiently to cause the rapid decay. If this occurs, 
the time for the start of tha rapid decay will be proportional to thr: span 
of the aircraft and invarscly pro-!~,)rtional to ~'1:. Although the evidence from 
the flight tests is nof conclusive, 5.'; does not supper t this as a possible 
mechanism. 

(?) The loss of rotational. velocity and therefore the inherent stability of 
the vortices themselves as the COW grows. 

This ma,y be consici~;‘rcd in t~.rms of: 

(a) The angular velocity within the core, or 

(b) The rat2 of change of circumferential velocity with i?istance dw/dr. 

In both of these cases, it cca,n bo shown that the time required to reach 
a given condition is indepen~ant of I<, This is supported from the very 
limited evidence avail$tild. 

l 

Whatever the mechanism of this rapid dtica,; in calm air, the time for 
this rzl,ia doc,7jr will bc ap~rccinb1:y ;;Lodificd by atmospheric turbulence, i.e. 
the more severe the turbulzncc, the earlier the ef'fcct of the vortices will 
disappear. It is most iilpartant t&t &r:h;r investigations be made at 10~7 
altitude and in typical approach conditions to establish the effects of 
turbulence v;hcn the surface -;:lnd vilocities arc abo& 10 knots or less. 

Thosti results can be extrapolated to other aircraft, with taper ratios 
and aspect ratios similar to tht: Devon, by using G change of span ratio 
Fig.3 and 9. 
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3T by 
time, 

(1) 

To calcula'ie the sate of roil I.:iduced on a tracking aircraft of span 
a lead aircraft of span b, and having a circulation K, at any given 

the following procedura should bc adopted. 

Aircraf t clean : 

(a> calculate IC jl6 w i< = -m-s where W = Am lb 
at sea irvd v bL v = speed knots 

bI, = span of lead aircratt 

(b) bT 1470 calculate thi, equivslth~t span ratio *- -- 
J--- bL K 

(4 u3i.n~ 
3 

Z'ig,8 lock up the induced rat e 
calculated in (b 

of roll using the span ratio 
Li)sovr; <it the rcoLuired separation time. 

This rule: will hold for all equivalent span ratios less than 1.0. For 
values above :.O 4. con;irJetc recalculution is necessary. 

(2) PO1 aircmf-t with flaps down. n- & 

(4 calculate K 'is above 

04 
bT ccLlculate equivalent span ratio =- 172?j 
b L r --z-- 

(4 using Fig.9 and the equivalent span ratio, look up induoed rate 
of roll at the required scparatiork time, If the circulation is increased by 
a factor of tso or four -tS.;~s tile Lincoln values, tne formulae will give 
induced rates of roll spproximst~ly 6% and 15% too low respectively. The 
error depends upon the relation between r and 

0 
r ,. 1 

A sunmary of the A.TJ.VC., span and speeds at take-off and landing for a 
number of large civil aircraft is given in Table 2. 

This extrapolation hold3 up to the time when the vortices start to 
decay n3pidl.y. At IJrt'sent, vC.lst there is insufficient evidence to define 
the mechanism of tlis rapid decay, it is best to assume that the start of the 
rapid decay mill occur at ~!6C! sLccnds and 135 scoonds with the aircraft clean 
and with flaps do:vn respectively, 

6 Tm .ApFI,ICATIL?P? 02' T?:ES& R~SlII,,TS TO AI?J’JXLD COFimOL 

In these tctsts an attempt was made to simulxtc the worst possible 
conditions by 

(a) doing the tests in 
ground level), 

,-;on-turbulent air (equivalent to calm air at 

(b) by marking the core of the vortex and flying into it, 

(4 bY using the test results in which the worst effects were obtained 
for a given separation time. 

At ground level, the chances o? an aircraft being dangerously disturbed 
by the wake of another aircraft ~il'l dcpcnd upon: 

(4 The circulation of the load aircraft. 

(b) The rela-tive spans of the two aircraft. 
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(c) The roGrlg performance of the tracking aircraft. 

(d) The separation times between the aircraft. 

(4 The effect of atmospheric disturbances such as wind and -thermals 
cn the life of the vortices. 

(f) The distance of the wake below the path of the aircraft at 
separation times of one minute or more. 

The accidents and dangerous incidents, reported in Ref.6 and 7 have 
been examined, They include aircraft over a range of span ratios from 
0.25 to 1.0 and the common features in all cases are that the separation 
times were of the order of 60 seconds or less and the weather conditions 
were such that the wind velocities were very low, almost calm, and the time 
was either evening or night when one would expect very few thermals. 

At the present time it is feit that insufficient is known about effects 
SUO~ as (e) and (f) above to make an aciequate prediction 0:: safe separation 
times. It is possible to suggest some simple rules which could be applied 
until further tests are made to establish t2:e mechanism of the rayid decay 
of the vortices arid to investigate tk:e effects of turbulence and the downward 
deflection of the wake at large distances behind the aircraft, 

(1) If the effects of the vortices are to be avoided under all weather 
conditions during both take-off and landing, the separation times should not 
be reduced below a minimum of t\vo minutes for aircraft using part-span flaps 
with flaps deflected and three minutes for aircraFt not using flag or with 
full span flaps. 

(2) The separation times could be reduced to 60 seoonds if the crosswind 
component of the surface win& is 5 I;nots or greater. 
move the wake 500 ft in 60 seconds). 

(A 5 knot wind will 

8 CONCrJJS IONS 

The persistence of wing tip vortices has becn investigated using a 
Lincoln and Devon aircraft. The results show that: 

(1) With both aircraft in the 'clean' configuration (flaps up) flying at 
130 knots, the vortices persist behind the Lincoln in a dangerous form for 
160 seoonds, (full '1 ai eron required to counteract the rolling moment applied 
to the Devon) but reduce rapidly to a safe form at 160 seconds, when control 
of the Devon could be maintained using little aileron. 

(2) With the Lincoln using half flap deflection and undercarriage down and 
the Devon 'olean', both at 130 knots, and with full flap snd undercarriage 
down at 110 knots, full aileron was required at 60 seconds, i?./3 aileron at 
105 seaonds and decayin g rapidly to little aileron required at 120 seconds. 

The flight results have been compared wit3 the theoretical predictions 
and it appears that the theory suggested by Squire fits the experimental 
results quite well -up to separation times of -160 seconds aircraft clean and 
105 seconds with flaps down. After this, the vortioes decay rapidly. Although 
there is insufficient evidence from the flight tests to give a clear indication 
of the mechanism of this rapid decay, there is some support for the suggestion 
that the time for the start of the rapid decrtjr is independent of the 
circulation. 
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When using this evidence to predict cor,ditions with other aircraft, it 
must be emphasised that future civil aircraft will have values of circulation 
up to three times those experienced in the present tests, Until further 
evidence is available, it is recommended that to avoid d,angerous disturbance 
on the approach and durir-ig t,ake-off due to another aircraft, 

(4 the separation times betwt., =n aircraft should not ba less than 
120 seconds N?E~ the aircraft are using part or full flap deflection and 180 
seconds when the aircraft are clean, 

(b) separation times can be reduced to 60 seconds provided that the 
crosswind oomponent, of the surface wind relative to the runway in use is 
5 knots or greater. 

Further work is required to establish a hypothesis predicting the time 
for the rapid decay of the vortices and to establish (a) the effects on the 
vortex of turbulence due to wind and thermals near the ground and (b) the 
distance of the wake belov; the fl.ight path of an aircraft at separation times 
of the order of one to Tao minutes. 

a 

* b 

b' 

K 

P 

r 

r v 

r 0 

t L 
u 

V 

W' 

W 

a 0 ons tant 

span (f-t) suffices L lead aircraft 
T tracking aircraft 

22 
4 

distance apart of the trailing vortices 

I+% circulation K = --a pT.lxb 

rate of roil (d~g/scc) 

a radius of t'r:G tip vortex (f-t) 

radius of the vortex core (ft) Fig.10 

2 r. is equal to tl:e distance between the centre of vortex Gore shed 
from the wingtip and the outboard edge of the flap 

separation time records 

true speed of the airoraf't ft/sec 

F3.S knots 

potential flow 

pair (ft/seo) 

velocity at any point due to a fully rolled up vortex 

w ’ =2L b’.- 

“IT b t2/& m y2 

circu&erent~a 1 velocity of the vortex at radius r 

w = y$.--&-i; - exp [A]] 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Con@,) 

w weight (lb) 

Y distance from centre line of aircraft (ft) 

P air density (slugs) 

& eddy viscosity E = E& 

Ref.No. Author Title, etc. 

1 Andrews, D.R. A flight investigation of the wake behind a 
Meteor aircraft, with some theoretical anslllysis 
A&Z CP a82 Deaember, 1954. 

2 Kraft, G.C. Flight measurements of the velocity distribution 
and persistence of the trailing vortices of an 
airplane 
NACA Tech. Note 3377 March, 1955 

3 Lean, D. A flight study of the problem of correcting 
lateral errors during the final visual approach 
ARC 18715. Paper at 9th 1,A.T.R. conference 
San Remo, May, Y956 

4 Squire, H.B. The growth of a vortex in turbulent flow 
ARC 16666 

5 Newman, E. G. Flow in a viscous trailing vortex 
Department of Engineering Cambridge University 

6 Head, R.C., Effeot of wing-tip vortices and sonic shock cn 
Byrd, W,H. army aircraft in flight 

U,S. Army Aviation Board. Report on Project 
NR AVN 2656 p.65105 May, 1957 

7 Big plane turbulence can cause a flight hazard 
Safety suggestion No.8 Beech Aircraft 
Corporation Wichita, Kansas, 1952 
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TABLE 2 

Summary of aircraft take-off and landing data _ 

fii.rcrs.ft Span 

Dec.8 ‘i39*7’ 

Boeing 707 141.5' 

Comet IV 135 

Britannia 100 142.3 

Viscount 700 94 

Limoln I 20 
(Test) 

A.U.W. 

190,500 (landing) 

237,bOO (take-off) 

195,000 

295,000 

113,000 

152,000 

123,000 

155,000 

52,000 

a, 000 

G6,ooo 

66,000 

Speed Vi 
Knots 

125 

162 

130 

161 

122 

138 

110 

128 

105 

114 

130' 

i 

6000ft 
110 

Lincoln wing cm?a 1320 sq.?t 

Devon span 57 ft 6 ins. 

f t2/sec 
K at sea level 

3450 

4010 

3350 

4100 

2540 

2970 

2440 

2470 

1660 

1770 

1470 
6000 ft 

1720 

. 
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FIG. I. INSTALLATION OF SMOKE GENERATORS 

. 

SMOKE CANISTERS VISIBLE UNDER STARBOARD WING-TIP 



t-0 SMOKE IGNITED 

ta ts SEPARATION TIME TESTED 

vrq = SEPARATION bl STANCE 

FIG.3. DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF TEST 

FIG.4. TYPICAL SMOKE TRAIL 

AIRCRAFI- CLEAN V, = 130 kt. RANGE 1.5 N.M 
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FIGSSUMMARY OF THE AILERON ANGLE REQUIRED V SEPARATION 
TIMES OF TESTS USING A DEVON AIRCRAFT FLYING 

INTO THE TRAILING VORTICES OF A LINCOLN. 
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TIME SECS. 

FIG.6 (a) COMPARISON OF FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 
OBTAINED BY KRAFT & SQUIRE THEORY 

( USING f =00004 K) 
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FIG.6(b) COMPARISON OF FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 
AND THE PREDICTIONS USING THE 

SQUIRE THEORY. 
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IO 
VERTICAL 

VELOCITY w . 
FT/SEC. 

0 

WHERE L=*OOO4 K. 

VELOCITIES. 
21 SECS., 
54 SECS., 
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160 SECS . 

I ‘----4 I I I I 

0,- ,I- I I I I 
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FIG.70 THE GROWTH OF THE VORTEX CORE’BEHIND A LINCOLN PREDICTED BY SQUIRES THEOREM. 
+i 



b INDUCED 
RATE OF 

6/SEC. 
ROLL 

ALTITlJDE 6000FT. 130K .(i40 FT/SEC) 
LINCOLN 66000 LB. SPAN 120 FT. 
AIRCRAFT CLEAN. 

l 5 I=0 
SPAN OF TRACKING AIRCRAFT 

SPAN LEAD AIRCRAFT. 

FIG80 THE CALCULATED INDUCED RATES OF 
ROLL OF A TRACKING AIRCRAFT FLYING 

INTO A TRAILING VORTEX BEHIND 
THE LINCOLN IN THE CLEAN 

CONFIGURATION 
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FT/ SEC. 
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. 
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30 
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IO 

27 SECS 
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A- 

0 0*5 I=0 
SPAN RATIO. 

FlG.9- THE CALCULATED INDUCED RATES 
OF ROLL OF A TRACKING AIRCRAFT 

FLYING INTO THE TRAILING VORTICES 
BEHIND A LINCOLN WITH FLAPS 

DEFLECTED. 
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